COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS

1. **Hiking** — In order to complete this requirement, you must hike the following trails:
   - [ ] Dome Rock
   - [ ] Ghost Dance Trail
   - [ ] Black Kettle Trail/Spike Buck

2. **Conservation** — A conservation project of at least 2 hours must be approved by the camp commissioner, then completed and signed off.
   
   Project:
   
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________

   Commissioner Signature: ____________________________

3. **Journal Entry** — Describe your experiences while hiking the camp’s trails. Talk about your hike, project, & experiences on the trail.

   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________